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INTRODUCTION 

Bulgaria is continuing transformation towards market-driven economy in a rather strained 
environment - huge foreign debt burden, sustained losses due to the Gulf War and the UN 
embargo against Serbia and Montenegro. The establishment of private property and market-
oriented legislation, and the ongoing law reform aim at promoting private sector expansion 
and removing restrictions to foreign capital inflow. 

In 1992 the National Assembly passed the Law on the Transformation and Privatization of 
State-Owned and Municipal Enterprises and the Law on Economic Activity of Foreign 
Persons and Protection of Foreign Investment. These acts present possibilities for 
privatization through foreign investment. In November an agreement in principle with the 
London Club creditor banks for restructuring Bulgariaвs external debt was reached, followed 
by further negotiations defining the size of the eligible foreign debt and the proportions 



among the instruments of the Brady-type menu. The agreement reached stipulates a provision 
for an exchange of some of the instruments of Bulgaria's external debt into equity. 
Nevertheless the fact that debt-equity swaps are not an option in the menu, the possibility for 
such transactions is provided by two of the instruments. This is an unique chance for 
speeding up privatization and attracting foreign capital together with foreign debt reduction. 
The finalization of the deal is a necessary condition for gaining back creditors faith which is 
an indispensable element for attracting inward foreign capital and the overall success of the 
reforms. 

 

 

I. THE ECONOMY AND ECONOMIC POLICY ON THE WAY TO STABILITY 

Macroeconomic improvements 

The few years that have passed since the beginning of the reform in 1989 have brought about 
evidence for positive changes. The reduction of monetary overhang after the price 
liberalization in 1991, curbing the inflation and bringing the BLV to its market value are 
sensitive indicators for the reached financial stability (see Table 1 and Table 1a). 

The GDP figures evidence the changes in the real structure of the economy as a result of the 
new set of market prices and private ownership establishment. The process of restructuring 
has resulted in a decrease of the share of industry and agriculture at the expense of growing 
services and chemical production. 

Table 1 

Economic Indicators 1990-1994 (percentage change over the corresponding period 
preceding year unless otherwise noted) 

 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 prog (1) 

GNP per capita(USD) (2)  1,840 1,330   

Private Sector      

- share in % of GDP  12 16 18.5  

- share in % of employment (3) 5.9 9.4 16.5   

Real GDP growth % -9.1 -11.7 -7.7 -4.2 -2.5 

Consumer price inflation % 21.6 474 80 64.0 40-60 

 

Table 1a 

 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 



Exchange Rate (BLV/USD end period) 2.150 21.7 24.8 32.7 53.60(end of June) 

Balance of Payments(4)      

- Exports (bn USD) 2.5 3.7 5.1 4.6  

- Imports (bn USD) 3.3 3.8 4.6 4.8  

- Trade balance (bn USD) -0.8 -0.1 0.5 -0.2  

- Current account balance(bn USD)(5) -1.2 -0.08 0.45 -1.0  

•  
o 1 SIEEE forecasts 

2 Estimated by the World Bank, published in The World Bank Atlas 1994 

3 Source: Ministry of Labour 

4 Data on payments basis 

5 Current account balance, excluding transactions in convertible currencies 
with the former CMEA countries, ended with a deficit of 887 mn USD and 250 
mn USD in 1991 and 1992 respectively 

Source: Bulgarian National Statistical Institute; Bulgarian National Bank 

The framework of the economic policy of transformation has been set by agreements with the 
IMF. It involves enhanced macroeconomic stabilization, industrial restructuring and 
privatization programme. Austerity budget and tighter financial discipline and restrictive 
monetary policy are the elements of the 1994 economic policy agreed upon. 

The IMF's condition for imposing hard budget constraints in front of the inefficient state 
enterprises resulted in the Parliament approval of law on bad debts. The state has taken over 
bad loans held by the commercial banks and these loans have been exchanged for long-term 
government securities, to be denominated in convertible currency and redeemed in lev. The 
bonds will be freely negotiable by the banks. The affected enterprises will make 
arrangements with the Ministry of Finance on the repayments of write-off debts. An 
Ordinance of Council of Ministers provides for the participation in privatization of the 
holders of these long-term government bonds using them as payment notes in all privatization 
deals, including buying of stocks, separate parts of or the whole enterprise. The combination 
of privatization efforts with debt conversion schemes may promote foreign capital 
participation in this process . The recent purchase of a 70% stake in the Chocolate and Sugar 
Confectionery LTD. of Nestle S.A. together with taking over the company's debt is an 
encouraging indication of foreign investors' interest in privatization. The buyer will also 
make extra investment for marketing and distribution network. It is on this basis that the state 
Agency for Economic Coordination and Development has urged the state to sell off its 
holdings in indebted enterprises as soon as possible in order to induce enterprises' 
restructuring, halt their subsidy-seeking behaviour and speed up privatization. 



Undoubtedly, the growth of the private sector and its increasing share in the GDP is one of 
the most positive process of the reform. A mention has to be made for the unsatisfactory 
evaluation of the GDP figures. It has been difficult to compile information on much of the 
private sector which leads to its underestimation. Even controlling for this, the slow progress 
of privatization is an impediment to fast private sector expansion. Recently, the Government 
has undertaken an ambitious program for speeding up privatization efforts putting up for 
mass privatization under rather vague schemes about 500 state companies (around 36% of the 
state assets). The priority arrears include tourism, processing industry, agriculture and trade. 
A long-term privatization plan recently approved by the Privatization Agency envisages that 
two-thirds of the economy will be in the private sector by 1997 (see Table 2 and Table 3). 

Table 2 

Privatization of State Enterprises by April 30, 1994 

1. Decision to open the procedure 443 

- on whole enterprises 365 

- on separated parts of enterprises 78 

2. Transactions concluded - total 97 

- auctions 29 

- tenders 50 

- direct negotiations 18 

•  
o Source: National Statistical Institute 

Table 3 

Municipal Privatization by April 30, 1994 

1. Decision to open the procedure 775 

- on whole enterprises 26 

- on separated parts of enterprises 749 

2. Transactions concluded - total 101 

- auctions 77 

- tenders 23 

- direct negotiations 1 

•  
o Source: National Statistical Institute 



Stronger signs of recovery emerged in October 1993 which made the decline of production 
less steeper than in 1992. Nevertheless, there still has been little restructuring, as indicated by 
the fact that branches which have increased their output include energy production, coal 
mining, chemical industry, whereas production fell in the branches in which Bulgaria is 
believed to have a comparative advantage. Trade liberalization following opening up of the 
economy together with the changes in the real stricture of the economy introduced new trade 
patterns. 

The recent changes in the supply side of the economy are parallel to developments on the 
demand side. Retail volume in the end of 1993 in the private sector rose by 16.1% while in 
the state and cooperative sector the decline was still considerable. Another component of the 
aggregate demand which underwent developments is private consumption. The decrease in 
household consumption as a proportion of their disposable income is reflected in an increase 
in the flow of households savings. During the 80s the savings-GDP ratio was about 5.1% 
while in 1991-1992 this ratio reached 21%-22% (see Bank Review, January 1994). The 
dynamics of the saving-investment ratio show the share of the former in financing capital 
formation. The period of financial stabilization is marked by low investment activity of the 
population - throughout 1991-1992 the net share of investment expenditure in population 
savings reached its minimum - under 3%, against 31% in the 80s (see Bank Review, 1994). 

In the monetary sphere the dynamics in money aggregates is influenced by the current 
restrictive monetary policy. The increase in quasi-money (transfer of money assets into time 
deposits) of the population turned to be a net source of financing the other economic agents. 
On the one side, the depreciating effect of the inflation accompanied with the high nominal 
interest rate crowded-out private investment outlays rather than accommodating them; on the 
other side the underdeveloped financial markets limit the scope for diversification of 
households assets. Thus, it is rather unlikely to expect mass privatization schemes initially to 
accumulate vast quantities of assets required for large-scale privatization. The pace of the 
urgent restructuring of inefficient SOEs can be promoted by attracting foreign capital for 
privatization. Debt-equity transactions as a mode for financing foreign privatization can 
immediately contribute to the recipient economy's efficiency through introducing 
"responsible" ownership and efficient management. 

Foreign trade and payments 

The Interim Agreement with the EU (pending the ratification of the Association Agreement) 
was approved by the EU Council of Ministers in December 1993. By the terms of the 
agreement, about 70% of Bulgaria's industrial exports are to enter the EU duty-free. About 
50% of Bulgaria's total exports to the EU are in "sensitive sectors", where the concessions are 
far less generous and thus requiring market standard quality for Bulgarian goods. It is the 
effect of foreign capital for setting up profit-maximizing ventures that will raise country's 
export competitiveness. If promoted in import-substituting sectors in the medium-term 
inward investment will exert positive effect on current account balance. In the 80s excessive 
state involvement in the economy through government spending mostly financed from 
external borrowing has led to the external debt expansion and budget deficits. The situation 
was further aggravated during the past years of the reform when a moratorium imposed on its 
servicing in 1991 has put Bulgaria in financial isolation and discouraged investment in it. 
Said to be not a creditworthy country economic reforms have been carried out in an 
unfavourable environment. According to World Bank's classifications Bulgaria is a severely 



indebted, lower middle-income country: its GDP per capita is bellow $ 2,695 and either one 
of the two key ratios for 1989-1992 is above the critical level (see Table 4). 

Table 4 

•  
o  

  
  

  
  

  
 (US$ million) 

 1990  1991 1992 

1. SUMMARY DEBT DATA 

TOTAL DEBT STOCKS (EDT) 10,867 11,970 12,146 

Long-term debt (LDOD) 9,813 9,987 9,951 

Public and publicly guaranteed 9,813 9,987 9,951 

Private nonguaranteed 0 0 0 

Use of IMF credit Short-term debt 0 414 590 

Short-term debt 1,055 1,569 1,605 

2. DEBT INDICATORS 

EDT/export of goods and services (%) 153.7 285.5 203.2 

EDT/GNP (%) 57. 106.6 110.7 

•  
o  
 Memo: debt indicators' critical level: 

•  
o  

  
 EDT/export= 200% 

EDT/ GDP = 80% 

• Source: World Debt Tables, World Bank 1992 

It is for this reason, that the deal signed with the London Club creditor banks which could 
lead to a total reduction of 47,1% of Bulgariaвs debts to the commercial banks is an unique 
opportunity for improving Bulgaria's financial image . There were some recent policy 
discussion concerning Bulgaria's potential for meeting its obligations on the deal and the 
short-run effect on the balance of payments to be effected by the initial payments on the deal. 



The debt reduction which corresponds to the ratio among the debt instruments and creditors' 
choice to exchange their debt holdings into equity investment will soften the pressure on the 
balance of payments. Another aspect of debt-equity-swap (DES) schemes will be their 
positive effect on the budget. At present, the tough fiscal policy is an indispensable tool for 
the economy management and regulation of budget deficit. Thus, debt-equity programs will 
relieve budget expenditures for debt servicing and could raise tax revenues from the return on 
equity investment in the country. Further and more detail analysis of Bulgaria's costs and 
benefits from DES schemes will be given in the third part of the paper. 

 

 

II. CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING PRIVATIZATION THROUGH FOREIGN 
DIRECT INVESTMENT 

The ultimate aim of Bulgaria's privatization program is to raise the efficiency of the economy 
in a debt overhang climate. The stability of the economy and long-run efficiency effect are to 
be achieved if only privatization brings about "responsible" owners. Most of the SOEs 
perform adversely and their subsidy-seeking behaviour, raising the internal public debt stock 
is a burden for the budget. Arrangements that involve replacement of state ownership and 
management by private property are envisaged to enhance the role of the private sector and 
overcome the constraints on its development. DES mechanisms and the inflow of FDI they 
are expected to bring about are an important vehicle for privatization by strategic foreign 
profit-maximizing investors who are the principal buyers in the secondary market. 

The inflow of foreign capital in the country through debt-equity swaps will ease debt 
servicing and its linkage through the fiscal deficit. On the other hand, the mutual interlinkage 
between privatization and inward FDI contribute to revive economy and building up national 
competitive position. 

Restrictive fiscal policy and sustaining budget deficit within bearable limits are among the 
main policy concerns during the transition. By the same token, there is little room left for the 
Government to promote GDP growth by traditional fiscal measures. Thus, DESs present a 
nonconventional mechanism for financing privatization and growing Bulgaria out of the 
current crisis. Equity investment is hoped to reduce state borrowing from overseas for 
investment in the economy thereby reducing external obligations. 

 

 

III. DEBT-EQUITY IMPLICATIONS FOR BULGARIA AS AN INDEBTED 
COUNTRY 

The previous two parts argued that by combining schemes for privatizing state-owned 
enterprises with programmes for swapping external debt into equity in these entities, the 
debtor country can foster greater economic efficiency, stimulate new capital inflows and 
capital formation parallel to external debt burden relief. The micro level effects of debt-equity 



conversions are enhanced by the macro implications for the indebted country, recipient of the 
equity investment. International experience evidence heterogeneity in the national welfare 
implications of DESs schemes. 

3.1 Debt-Equity Swap Mechanism 

DESs schemes are said to be a new market approach to debt adjustment initially originated as 
a plausible debt crisis solution in the Latin American countries. Types of swaps differ 
according to the guiding motives of the parties involved. Banks swap debt for portfolio 
reasons; sell debt at a discount for cash to MNCs who then swap it for the indebted countryвs 
currency at an implicitly preferential exchange rate and thereafter invest the cash in direct or 
portfolio assets in the debtor country; banks may sell the debt to local residents of the debtor 
country who may then swap it at an implicitly preferential exchange rate for local equity 
investment or sometimes for their own unrestricted use (see G. McKenzie and S. Thomas). 
This way debt may be swapped several times as banks and final investors structure their 
portfolios to reach a particular desired allocation. DESs entail diverse number of participants 
each of them pursuing own objectives - foreign creditors (commercial banks), foreign and 
domestic investors, the government of the indebted country and number of complex 
operations. 

DES schemes cover the privatization program framework, legal and regulatory framework, 
debt instruments that can be converted, eligible investors and criteria for local asset 
eligibility, discount involved in the conversion (and the fee if charged), dividend remittances 
and capital repatriation, requirements with regard to additional investment, accounting and 
tax issues involved in converting debt into equity. These diverse transaction steps impose 
certain advantages for all participants. An implicit subsidy is captured by the foreign investor 
who buys the debt notes at discount in the international secondary markets. The extent to 
which this market discount is gained by the debtor depends on the value at which this note is 
recognized by the debtor's central bank. As accessible data from countries that have 
implemented DESs suggest that most of this discount is captured by the foreign investor or 
creditors. 

As a debt-capitalization transaction DESs can take a variety of forms. These many variations 
depend on the countryвs regulations governing the operations of the schemes. 

The essential advantages and disadvantages of debt conversion schemes may be understood 
by making an important distinction - the present analysis is made on the basis of the 
conventional debt-equity-swap scheme. An investor buys in the international financial 
markets at discount country's current obligations to commercial banks which obligations are 
in the form of $-denominated bonds issued by the indebted country. These bonds are either 
directly converted into equity (direct or portfolio investment) or exchanged for local currency 
(the central bank of the debtor country exchange these bonds at face value, multiplied by the 
exchange rate). The local currency cash is invested in the proposed investment in the country 
that has been approved by the country's government. At the end of the transaction, everybody 
seems to be better off: the bank has sold a risky asset, even though at a discount, the final 
investor has acquired a local asset at a discounted price, and the debtor country government 
has retired some of its external debt outstanding. The case when there is no requirement for 
the debt-local currency to be invested in the debtor county will not be considered. For 
Bulgaria as an indebted country the mechanism is beneficial since it provides for the 
cancellation of the debt swapped at its full $-denominated face value. If an auction-base 



system is used for swapping debt holdings the debtor country may capture revenues from 
fees. 

3.2 The Determinants of The Size of The Market 

The volume of DESs transactions for the debtor country is determined by supply and demand 
in the secondary market. It is often said that the secondary market is very thin in term of its 
trading volume. Other features of the market are: high concentration of buyers and sellers; 
relatively long lag for deal completion (typically 2 month); high degree of heterogeneity and 
the absence of firm quotas (see K. Dezseri and J. Marcelle). 

The theory of pricing behaviour in the secondary market for the loans of the indebted country 
suggests that the determinants of the portfolio value include: economic performance 
measured by the standard indicators ( real economic growth, inflation, trade and account 
balances) and debt servicing capacity measures (ratios of outstanding debt to GNP, exports, 
international reserves, imports). Econometric testing of the determinants of the pricing of the 
LDCs debt was made by Laney , including both economic, political and sociostructural 
explanatory variables. His main result proved that secondary market prices are mainly 
determined by economic forces (see Laney). 

On this basis the economic forces-driven behaviour of the secondary market nevertheless 
rather unpredictable reflects the interplay of supply and demand changes. It was pointed out 
above in this paper that the demand for debt trading in the secondary market is driven by the 
motives of the banks for changing their portfolios priorities, foreign investorsв expectations 
for the profitability of an equity investment in the debtor country and the supply of viable 
projects. 

There is empirical evidence that in the secondary market demand mostly determines the 
volume of DES transactions. Final demand can increase as more equity investment projects 
become attractive to external investors. This connection requires a supply of a set of 
attractive long-term investment opportunities offered to investors who are interested in 
purchasing countryвs debt. 

The supply of outstanding debt in the secondary market by the creditor banks depends 
crucially on the regulatory environment in the countries where the swapping banks are 
domicile and banksв capital structure strategy. Tax and accounting issues in the creditor 
banksв countries shape banks decision for managing their exposure to debtor countries with 
servicing difficulties. Creditor banks face several alternatives: they can continue to 
restructure credits; sell debt instruments at a discount in the secondary market; convert the 
credit into equity investment in the debtor country. 

The attractiveness of market-based debt stock reduction operations through debt-equity swaps 
is affected by the discount that is captured by the buyer. As Basile argues this market-based 
discount reflects the market valuation of the debt assets of the indebted country and governs 
the supply and demand of debt obligations (see An. Basile, 1992). This way, raising 
secondary-market prices as a result of a deal settlement reduces the percent discount. This 
discount over the face value of the obligations vary from country to country depending 
primarily on the creditworthiness of the country (this discount is very high for countries with 
high credit risk). 



The securitization of debtor country's external obligations helps financial institutions to 
realign their foreign portfolio holdings to their risk preferences. Some of Bulgaria's risk-
averse creditors prefer to receive their obligations in cash (mainly by buy-back) while others 
(Austrian and German banks) have shown considerable interest in debt-equity-swaps and 
rather insignificant in debt buy-backs. These creditors are traditional Bulgaria's business 
partners and they are optimistic about country's economic recovery. Austrian banks and firms 
are particularly interested in the Bulgarian economy since many enterprises in Bulgaria were 
established with Austrian capital and credits. 

Finally, the selected response from the banks will depend on the profitability that each of the 
policy instruments (sales of assets, debt-debt swap to focus to change the ownership of the 
debt holdings, further bargaining with the debtor country). 

By exchanging the foreign debt obligations, acquired at a market discount over the face value 
at the official exchange rate, the purchaser of the external debt can obtain local assets at a 
much lower cost and advantageous position. Basile views the inefficient nature of capital 
markets that allows foreign investors and an indebted country to gain from these transactions 
at the expense of the creditor banks. The secondary markets of debt obligations generate 
these negative externalities imposed on creditors which price the $-loans of the indebted 
country bellow the present value of the expected payments of principal and interest. 

3.3. Impact Assessment 

In managing countryвs debt problem there are short-term and long-term considerations. The 
long term measures include all these that induce growth, investment, promote export-oriented 
development and restructuring of the economy. Measures that are concerning balance of 
payments equilibrium are of a more short-term character. Multi-year restructuring, reduction 
of interest rates and spreads which help to maintain levels of import and debt service are 
example of these (see K. Dezseri and J. Marcelle). A comprehensive impact assessment needs 
also to include medium term time horizon. 

Evaluation of DESs implications on the debtor country economy should weight the gains 
these transactions will raise as opposed to the costs which countryвs external indebtedness 
imposes on the economy. The countryвs debt overhang has deteriorated the terms of trade 
and investment financing. K. Dezseri and J. Marcelle give an indication of the economic 
costs of indebtedness for the troubled country: debt service payments in absolute and relative 
terms remains high; decline in GDP per capita growth levels; high inflation because of low 
growth; declining levels of investment; rising levels of unemployment. The situation can be 
greatly improved upon debt and debt service reduction agreement, including debt-equity 
schemes. 

It is not only the economic theory that is not to enthusiastic about the "all-solving" effect of 
DESs but also the empirical data on the volume of swap transactions relative to the size of 
outstanding debt. There are advantages and disadvantages that are effected by debt-equity 
financing. 

Domestic aspects 

The macroeconomic implications of DESs can be understand in terms of the nature of such 
swap. The exchange of external debt in the debtor country creates new equity. The problem is 



that the Bulgarian government has to finance the repurchase of its debt in some way, either 
by issuing domestic debt or printing money. DESs lead to some difficulties related to the 
adverse impact of the increase of local money supply. Therefore providing in cash local 
currency in exchange for the external loans owed now by the investor, inflation will rise. To 
avoid this effect the local money supply has to be held constant which finally implies "loan 
currency substitution" through the DESs (G. Franke, 1992). The solution can be found in 
borrowing the money for debt conversion from local agents and give the investor a long-term 
local-currency loan. A monitoring of the amount converted can be achieved by introducing 
by the central bank a monthly auction quota of conversion rights as was the case of Chile. In 
the case of Bulgaria this inflationary impact can be neutralized if debt-equity transactions 
employ use of government bad-loan obligations, particularly those denominated in US 
dollars, when converting the external debt obligations into internal equity. Foreign investors 
may trade their external debt bonds with the local commercial banks which at present hold 
the bad-loans bonds. Since these long-term bonds are recognized as instrument of payment in 
privatization, the Privatization Agency is authorized to accept these bonds in exchange for 
parts of or the entire enterprise. This process can be further facilitated when the Government 
provides clear framework which will regulate the operation of swapping external debt for 
portfolio investment in the commercial banks which are to be privatized. Undoubtedly, there 
is no threat for inflation or interest rate impact from the conversion if these transactions 
directly lead to an exchange of debt for equity, i.e. direct privatization. 

In the case of issuing domestic bonds for financing the transactions, very likely, with a high 
yield, there will be a jump in interest rates, thus making the intertemporal government budget 
constraint more stringent (see Dornbusch, 1987). The increased cost of the public debt would 
involve decrease in the governmentвs potential to finance its operations. As a debtor country 
implementing IMF binding arrangements Bulgaria must carefully monitor these impacts since 
they may result in noncompliance with IMF liquidity criteria. 

Furthermore, interest rates which are high enough in times of restrictive monetary policy 
during transition will limit foreign investors when the latter aim to expand their business. 
They are looking for the cheapest way to finance investment and thus borrow at lower rate in 
the international financial markets. This will inevitably deter the development of liquid and 
large domestic capital markets. 

Some arguments may be put foreword for a fiscal burden that may result from some 
preferential tax treatment of foreign investors' business. Notwithstanding, that international 
experience suggest that concessions do not necessarily stimulate foreign investment the 
Government serious about attracting investment should be cautious in giving fiscal 
incentives. Foreign investors' main concern is with political and macroeconomic stability and 
long-term profitability rather than preferences. Above all providing preferences to foreign 
investment is possible only in terms of clear privatization strategy. 

External aspects 

Debt-equity swaps have implications both for the flow and stock of Bulgariaвs foreign assets 
and liabilities: they are closely associated with the repatriation of flight capital and the 
creation of new investment through the inflow of capital. DESs effectively cancel external 
debt and relief interest payments on the converted debt. 



There are some arguments raised that exchanging debt for capital brings to a debtor a 
counter-cyclical effect. DESs involves a change in the composition of the debtor country's 
external obligations since the transaction replaces interest payments by profit remittances 
from return on investment. Profits are more sensitive to the economic cycle and fluctuate 
according to the type of the economic phase. In times of recession as is the transition to 
market-based economy economic profits tend to fall. This way after-tax profits of foreign 
companies are lower so the amount of capital outflow is less than what would have been if 
interests ware paid. This process contributes to the improvement of the net capital position of 
the debtor country. The availability of net FDI which is to be effected by a debt conversion 
programme will provide for the short-run macroeconomic stability of the economy. On the 
contrary, in a paper R. Davis claims that empirical data from heavily indebted Latin 
American countries do not evidence such an effect. Data which refer to FDI originating in US 
companies, show that, after the 1981-2 shocks, FDI profits dropped considerably, but 
remittances were stable even increasing in current dollars (see R. Ffrench-Davis). 

Franke argues the favourable evaluation of DES is not well-founded and DESs can be 
expected to improve the situation if they improve the situation as compared to the 
conventional method of financing investment (Gunter Franke, 1992). In the present analysis it 
is claimed that for Bulgaria as a troubled country DESs will improve this investment process 
since the conversion schemes change the quality of the debt and raise the country's 
creditworthiness. DESs imply a change of the creditor - multinational firms substitute 
international banks, and in this way the quality of the debt is changed - project financing 
substitutes of balance of payments deficit financing. This novel way of post-deal methods of 
financing Bulgariaвs economy restructuring will contribute to the overall management of the 
economy. From the foreign investorвs point of view this improved quality of the debtor 
country external obligations means a substitution of the risk of nationalization for the default 
risk on debt servicing. A control by the foreign investor is effected over the local asset after 
the swap transaction. This new ownership guarantees efficient management as opposed to the 
lack of monitoring over the use of money borrowed from abroad. 

Through the reduction of foreign indebtedness of the country foreign investors reduce their 
exposure to risk and inward foreign investments are streamed into the country. It is 
particularly important for the present situation of Bulgariaвs economy , when levels of 
domestic and foreign direct investment are insignificant. All advantages that are subsequent 
from FDI - increased capital formation, private sector development, utilization of country's 
production and exporting capacity will improve foreign exchange constrains and pick up 
employment as well as increase social product. These effects amount to increases in 
liberalization and privatization of state sector, as was the example with Mexico where DESs 
were used in the privatization of around 520 SOEs. 

The termination of the financial isolation which Bulgaria has faced for a certain period of 
time will open an access of the country to the international financial markets where foreign 
financing can be obtained at some profitable terms. External resources and foreign influence 
exerted by outstanding international financial institutions help catalyzing policy measures. 

 

 



CONCLUSION 

In summation, the simultaneous fulfillment of DESs and privatization will result in 
encouraging equity investment while reducing external debt obligations. Given these 
advantages DES schemes deliver promotion of inefficient SOEs' privatization.The extent to 
which these transactions would actually occur depends primarily on the attractiveness of the 
debtor country's investment climate, the availability and the quality of the assets offered for 
swap. Certainly, the pool of attractive investment assets is very much an issue of political 
considerations. By the same token, the Government ambitious about privatization should not 
exclude one unconventional but successful way of fulfilling privatization objectives 
simultaneously with external debt-burden reduction. When deciding on implementing DESs 
scheme the Government is concerned about solving the overall debt problem. In this way 
appraising the costs and benefits associated with DESs have to be in terms of this overall 
effect. For Bulgaria the conversion of the external debt at a discount and the positive 
medium-term effect on the balance of payments that the reduced interest payments will bring 
about make DESs appropriate. 

Other countries experience with DESs suggests that some general rules to be followed would 
positively affect the transactions: auctioning the transaction quotas and than reallocating the 
revenues will reduce the cost incurred by the Bulgarian society from the debt overhang; 
requirement for contribution of given amount of liquid funds by each investor when 
swapping the debt notes; transaction should focus on investment providing external growth 
through production of tradable goods; an overall selective FDI policy should be aligned with 
DESs schemes so that providing effective access to new technologies, export markets and 
increased opportunity set of Bulgaria. 

Transparent government policy for the conversion programme and introduction of some non-
fiscal incentives could provide for attracting investors and offsetting for the political and 
economic constraints. A serious DESs program should be definite about the extent to which 
such schemes can be appropriately implemented into existing national privatization 
programme. 

At present, there are some policy concerns for the possibility of Bulgaria to service its debt 
over the coming years. The historical record from indebted countries policy adjustment 
profess for a successful strategy of debt service coupled with economic growth. In general, 
DES schemes give an opportunity for large-scale investment in major new export sectors. 
This effect can be boost by the existence of excess capacity in the economy. The good 
production base, unutilized resources and skillful Bulgarian labour force work in the same 
direction. The inflow of foreign investment and management know-how will revive the 
economy, make the labour force internationally competitive. 

There is no doubt that the debt conversion programme will be a political success for the 
government. DESs will bring powerful foreign investors which will confidence an economic 
environment of success. These schemes will facilitate speedy privatization to which the 
government has given top priority. The positive effects of debt-equity conversion are also in 
the increased knowledge of foreign investors of the Bulgarian economy and the bargaining 
experience with creditors. 
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